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Atlantic Crossing
Set in 1940, Crown Princess Martha
of Nazi-occupied Norway and her
children become refugees living in
the White House where she grows
close to President Franklin
Roosevelt and helps convince him to
support Norway and eventually
enter World War II.

Dracula
The makers of Sherlock bring you a
brand new take on the most famous
vampire of them all. Three feature
length episodes introduce the world
to Dracula, the vampire who made
evil sexy. In Transylvania in 1897,
the blood-drinking Count is

drawing his plans against Victorian London. And
be warned: the dead travel fast.

Dead to me
After her husband gets killed in a
hit-and-run accident, a woman
joins a grief support group where
she meets and befriends a woman
harboring a shocking secret

Cold Call
June, a single mother, loses a huge
amount of money due to a cold call
scam. As she tries to track down the
fraudster, fear and paranoia begin to
take over her life.

Finding Love In Quarantine
Follows the relationships between a
widowed father and his young
daughter during COVID-19
epidemic lockdown

Last Tango in Halifax:
Fourth Season
Widowed and in their seventies,
childhood sweethearts Alan and
Celia fall in love again when they are
reunited on the Internet, but bring
with them the emotional problems
of their families

The Sounds
When Maggie joins her husband
Tom in a small town in
Marlborough Sounds to start a new
life away from Tom's oppressive
family, Tom soon disappears and
Maggie begins to uncover the
astonishing secrets he has kept from

her

A Suitable Boy
Set in 1950s India, a young woman
finds herself caught between
responsibility to her family and
romance as she faces the prospect
of an arranged marriage

Heartland Season 13
As Amy and Ty continue to build
their business together, the
inevitable ups and downs of
entrepreneurship will test the
strength of their marriage.

Temple
Below the streets of London,
descending past Temple tube, lies a
secret. An illegal clinic has been set
up in abandoned network of
tunnels. Daniel is a surgeon driven
by personal tragedy to treat anyone
who is willing to pay for medical
help outside the system.
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Supernatural: Final Season
Sam and Dean Winchester seek out
the person or force responsible for
their mother's death and their
father's disappearance while
investigating strange occurrences
across America.

Doctor Who: Fury from the
Deep
The Doctor and his companions
encounter a dangerous form of
seaweed at a gas refinery off the
coast of England.

The Undoing
The life of a wealthy New York
therapist is turned upside down
when her family becomes involved
in a violent murder case.

One Lane Bridge
Follows Maori detective Ariki Davis
as he begins to experience visions
and a reawakened gift while
investigating the death of a man at
the bottom of a bridge that has been
associated with unexplained events.

Wisting
A Norwegian senior police detective
leads an investigation of a serial
killer.

South Westerlies
An environmental consultant and
single mother goes undercover in a
small Irish town to try to quell
objections to a wind farm, but finds
her mission complicated by the
presence of her teenage son's father
and an estranged friend.

Riviera
When her art collecting billionaire
husband is killed in an explosion
aboard the yacht of a Russian
oligarch, his wife sets out to
uncover the truth behind his death
and becomes immersed in a world
of shady business dealings and
crime.

Star trek: Lower Decks
Follows the exploits of the low-
ranking support crew on one of
Starfleet's least important ships in
the year 2380.

Featured Documentary:

Last Ice
For centuries, Inuit in the Arctic
have lived on and around the frozen
ocean. Now, as climate change is
rapidly melting the sea ice between
Canada and Greenland,
development here threatens to upset
the delicate balance between their
communities, land and wildlife.
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